1936 Brake Van
Length over buffers 40'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Built by</th>
<th>Southern Railway Lancing/Ashford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagram number</td>
<td>1550 Queen Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>56297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPS code</td>
<td>CAV 041414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SR Standard Bogie Brake Van Diagram 1550

The diagram 1550 bogie brakes were purpose built vans resulting from a previous build of 25 vans converted from LBSCR ‘SC’ motor luggage vans to diagram 1580. The new builds were built on a shortened version of the standard carriage underframes and were fitted with standard carriage bogies.

Queen Mary Brake Van

N Gauge Society

SR/BR Express Bogie Guards Van Known affectionately as a Queen Mary Brake Van, 25 were built by the Southern Railway in 1936 and used, as the title implies, to run at express passenger speeds behind fast goods trains. They were long lived and some remain in use to this day. This kit was sourced from the same manufacturer as the bogie ballast hopper and uses etched brass for the superstructure, whilst the bogies supplied are one piece plastic mouldings by BH Enterprises. As with the hopper, this model was originally produced for 4mm use and following its reduction to 2mm scale there are a number of tiny parts involved in the kit’s assembly which makes it only really suitable for the more experienced modeller. Order Code: NGK05 Price each: £10.35

2-182 Coach Bogie Etched Complete SR 8’ Steam £ 2.50 pair ?

Photographs

Built in 1936, this Southern Railway bogie goods brake van was rated at 25 tons. The van section is of normal length with exceptionally long verandahs to put the guard’s door over the bogie centres. Not the large sand hoppers on the exterior of the varandah. This example was photographed as late as 1964.

© Unknown Photographer
Moderlers’ Backtrack June/July 1992
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An Illustrated History Of Southern Wagons Volume 4
G. Bixley, A. Blackburn, R. Chorley, M. King
Oxford Publishing Co.
978-0-86093-564-3

Links

- http://www.rhbnc.ac.uk/bluebell/wagon/56290.html
- http://www.bluebell-railway.co.uk/bluebell/cw_news/56290.html
Another iconic Southern Railway vehicle was the bogie express goods brake van. Although the LMSR built three bogie goods brake vans, the SR was the only railway company to build them in any quantity. These vacuum-braked vans were intended to accommodate the guard on express vacuum brake piped/fitted goods trains, the bogies giving the guard a vastly improved ride over the usual four-wheeled types (see 55993). Despite the longer cabin, the only additional equipment inside was the emergency vacuum brake valve and gauge.

The photo on the right shows the van on its release into traffic, 12th April 2007 (Andy Prime)

56290 was built to diagram No. 1550 and order No. A867 and was outshopped from the SR wagon works at Ashford (Kent) on 18th. July 1936. The underframe was built new at the SR carriage and wagon works at Lancing (Sussex). The bogies used were a heavy-duty variant of the standard SR carriage bogie. This van was one of a Lot of 25 vehicles numbered 56282-56306, which supplemented 21 other (completely different) bogie vans built between 1933 and 1935 on the underframes of ex-LBSCR AC power cars (none of these survived to be preserved). As these bogie vans were much larger than the norm, they quickly gained the "Queen Mary" nickname.

Following the steady demise of goods traffic, most of the 1936-built vans found their way into departmental service. 56290 was allocated to the CM&EE Electrification Engineer and gained an "LDS" prefix to its number. It also gained signal yellow ends with olive green or brown chevron warning bands!

The van's BR service was ended at Ipswich Wagon Repair Depot (ER) where it was deemed beyond economic repair and unfit to travel further by rail. It was offered for condemnation, to be broken up on site. After standing for some considerable time, LDS 56290 was finally withdrawn on 11 October 1993. It was inspected at Ipswich. An offer was made for its purchase and the van arrived on Bluebell on 22 July 1994. The cost of purchase and transport was funded by donations from BRPS members.
Some rotten woodwork was stripped from the vehicle at Horsted Keynes prior to its movement to Kingscote, Richard Salmon.

56290 was moved to Kingscote, where initial restoration was undertaken and funded by the Friends of Kingscote team. The vehicle was later moved to HK where it was lifted and the bogies were removed; these being stripped, shotblasted and painted. Restoration was started again in earnest in 2005 with roof boards and a waterproof covering being fitted. Minor cracks in both bogie frames (probably the cause of the "break up on site" recommendation at Ipswich) were repaired by welding.

See details of the restoration of 56290.
Also available: photos of the brake cylinders and linkages provided for model-makers

Recommended reading:
This book may be available from the Bluebell Railway shop.
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